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The Complex Issue of Duplicate Content

Many bloggers for the ERP/CRM Software Blog publish posts on their company blogs in addition to
writing for the group blogs. It is crucial to avoid duplicate content across company and group
blogs unless it is done in a safe way. Google will penalize your site, or the group blogs, for using
excessive duplicate content. The guidelines below will protect both your site and the group blogs
from any penalties.

Please use the guide below for new posts and old posts too. Meaning if you have been guilty of
publishing duplicate content in the past, you should go back and add the canonical links as
described below.

What is the best way to avoid duplicate content and boost
traffic to your content?

You should avoid duplicate content whenever possible. If you have a fantastic blog post you want
to share on both your company blog and the ERP/CRM Software Blog, we recommend rewriting
the original post so you can reap the SEO benefits of each post independently.

Sign up for our blog rewrite service.

If you do not have time to rewrite a post, the next best approach is to write a summary of the
original post and link to it from the summary post. Be sure not to copy large sections of the
original post into the summary, but write a unique summary of the post.  Be sure to link the
summary post to the full post to boost search rankings

Whether writing a rewritten post or a summary make sure to change the headline and title tag as
well and target slightly different keywords so that you can get the benefit of ranking for more
keywords.

To get added benefits,  link from one post to the other to boost one of them in search results.  Just
hyperlink a keyword in one of the posts to the URL of the other posts

Some of our members have seen traffic increase to blog posts by 2X or more by using these simple
rewriting tactics.

https://www.groupbloggers.com/writing-services


How will I know if my rewrite is different enough from the
original?

You can check the "originality" of your post using Copyscape premium.

When you do a rewrite, copy and paste the text into the Copyscape page and do a premium search.
You will see results of any matching text that has already been published on the web by you or
someone else. Click on the title or "compare text," and Copyscape will tell you the percentage of
copied text.

To be safe, aim for rewrites to be less than 50% the same as the content that is already published.

Be sure to change the title of the post as well.  By targeting slightly different keywords in the post
title and title tag you can show up at a high rank in Google for more keyword variations.  So if your
original title was "Comparing Dynamics Business Central to NetSuite -  Know Choosing an
ERP"  you could change the summary or full rewrite to "Microsoft Dynamics Business Central
vs. NetSuite - 5 Important Differences".

Can I check how much of my content is a duplicate?

In Copyscape Premium, click on "Batch Search." You can search multiple URLs or an entire site.
This will show you a list of URLs with a "risk factor."

Generally, you are OK with anything under a risk factor of 50. See the example shown in red in the
sample screenshot at http://s.illlc.com/18kVl.

Also, this sample CSV file shows the numeric risk values in column "O" from a sample report for
the ERP Software Blog. If you have a few high-risk posts, that is not a big deal. But if over 30% of
your blog is "high risk," you should make an effort to use the canonical tags shown below.

What if someone else is plagiarizing my content?

You should not be overly concerned with a few plagiarized posts on the web. If a big site is
plagiarizing your work without crediting you, then we recommend asking them to remove it
because a strong site will often be seen as the originator of the content by Google even if you are
the true author.

If your content is plagiarized on a weak site that does not have a domain authority above 15, then
likely it's not worth the effort to contact the webmaster for a takedown. (Check a site's domain
authority with OpenSiteExplorer)

http://www.copyscape.com/
http://s.illlc.com/18kVl
http://s.illlc.com/1gAnu
https://moz.com/researchtools/ose/


How can I safely post duplicate content on multiple sites?

We understand it is not always possible to rewrite a post or summarize a post you want to appear
on both blogs. In those rare cases, you must use a canonical link so that Google does not penalize
your site or the group blogs for using excessive duplicate content.

The first step is to decide which site you want the "original" post to appear on. Base this decision
on what is best for your company.

Where should I post my original content first – my own blog
or group blog?

We do not make rules, but we can give you recommendations on what strategy will give you the
most SEO value.

If your company blog is not very strong in search results and the home page of your site has a
"Domain Authority" below 30 we recommend you put 90% of the original copies of your posts on
the group blogs. (Check domain authority with OpenSiteExplorer)

This will ensure that you get the most readers and visitors to the post but still have a duplicate
post available as a resource on your company site.

And the 10% of original posts on your company blog will use the strength of the group blogs to
boost the Domain Authority of your company site.

If your company site has a Domain Authority of 30 or above, we recommend doing a 50/50 split
with half of your original posts on your own company blog and half on the group blogs.

Domain Authority is a rough measurement of how your site stacks up against other sites on the
web based on backlinks and other factors. It roughly corresponds to how your site will rank on
Google when competing with other sites for the same keyword string and using similar content
and meta-tags.

Get more tips in the post: Should I Post On My Own Blog Or A Group Blog?

https://moz.com/researchtools/ose/
https://www.groupbloggers.com/post/tip-should-you-post-on-you-own-blog-or-a-group-blog


Instructions: How to Safely Add a Duplicate Post to the Group
Blog Site.

It is easy to add a canonical link back to your original post when you are putting the duplicate post
on the ERP/CRM Software Blog.

1) Add your content to the "New Post" screen.
2) Scroll down to the "WordPress SEO by Yoast" section.
3) Click on the "Advanced" tab.
4) In the "Canonical URL" field paste the URL of the original post.

Instructions: How to Safely Add a Duplicate Post to Your Own
Blog Site.

If you have a WordPress website, you can install the WordPress SEO by Yoast plugin and add the
canonical link as explained in the previous section.

If not, you will need to add the canonical meta tag below in the <head> tag of the duplicate post on
your company blog (or any other blog you want to show the duplicate post on):

<link rel="canonical" href="https://erpsoftwareblog.com/your-original-post-url"/>

Note: Replace the (http://www.erpsoftwareblog.com/your-original-post-ulr) with the actual URL
of the original post on the ERP or CRM Software blog

Note: A canonical meta tag redirects search robots from the post/page containing duplicate
content to the original content. It gives the original content credit for any backlinks pointing to the
duplicate post and prevents the duplicate post from being indexed.

MORE INFORMATION:

The above recommendations are simplified for our group blog members to help them implement
best practices for duplicate content. This is by no means a complete treatment of the topic, which
is incredibly complex. For more detailed information with full explanations and options for
meta-data, monitoring, etc. please refer to this article:
https://moz.com/learn/seo/duplicate-content.

Questions? Contact: dave@erpsoftwareblog.com

https://moz.com/learn/seo/duplicate-content
https://moz.com/learn/seo/duplicate-content

